Unraveling the mechanism of proton translocation in the extracellular half-channel of bacteriorhodopsin
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Abstract

Bacteriorhodopsin, a light activated protein that creates a proton gradient in halobacteria, has long served as a simple model of proton pumps. Within bacteriorhodopsin, several key sites undergo protonation changes during the photocycle, moving protons from the higher pH cytoplasm to the lower pH extracellular side. The mechanism underlying the long-range proton translocation between the central (the retinal Schiff base SB216, D85 and D212) and exit clusters (E194 and E204) remains elusive. To obtain a dynamic view of the key factors controlling proton translocation, a systematic study using molecular dynamics simulation was performed for eight bacteriorhodopsin models varying in retinal isomer and protonation of the SB216, D85, D212 and E204. The side-chain orientation of R82 is determined primarily by the protonation states of the residues in the EC. The side-chain reorientation of R82 modulates the hydrogen-bond network and consequently possible pathways of proton transfer. Quantum mechanical intrinsic reaction coordinate calculations of proton-transfer in the methyl guanidinium-hydronium-hydroxide model system show that proton transfer via a guanidinium group requires an initial geometry permitting proton donation and acceptance by the same amine. In all the models, R82 can form proton wires with both the CC and the EC connected by the same amine. Alternatively, rare proton wires for proton transfer from the CC to the EC without involving R82 were found in an O’ state where the proton on D85 is transferred to D212.
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Introduction

As a major form of energy storage for biological organisms, the transmembrane electrochemical proton gradient is generated either through vectorial redox reactions or transmembrane proton transfer reactions. Bacteriorhodopsin, the simplest and most studied proton pump, moves protons from low (N-side) to high (P-side) concentration by harnessing light energy, creating a transmembrane electrochemical gradient. The proton-pumping reaction cycle of bacteriorhodopsin starts after light-induced all-trans to 13-cis isomerization of the K216-attached retinal Schiff Base (SB216). Following a series of proton transfer reactions, re-isomerization of retinal to all-trans configuration returns the protein to the ground state. The reaction cycle passes through the intermediate states bR (ground), K, L, M1, M2, N, N′ and O (Figure 1), which have been identified by time resolved spectroscopy.

It has been established by Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy and resonance Raman studies that the functional intermediates represent altered protonation states of three clusters of key residues located in separated regions (Figure 2), i.e., proton uptake site D96 near the cytoplasmic N-side, the central cluster (CC) consisting of SB216, D85 and D212, and the proton exit cluster (EC) composed of E194 and E204 near the extracellular P-side of the protein. An amino acid R82 located between the CC and the EC have been shown to affect the interaction of internal waters during the bR to M transition as well as the rate of proton release from the EC and transfer from the CC to EC.

A series of X-ray crystal structures have been solved for intermediates trapped by mutation or freezing, which provide a structural basis for studying the proton-pumping mechanism of bacteriorhodopsin. The structures show small conformational changes associated with the key residues in the CC and the EC. However a crystal structure represents a single snapshot of a dynamic biomolecule, which is influenced by its crystallization condition and other factors. Moreover, X-ray diffraction usually cannot resolve the positions of hydrogen atoms. While it is possible to monitor the kinetics of light-activated changes in bacteriorhodopsin, only a subset of the motions in the protein can be assigned to the observed optical or infrared spectral changes. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations provide a means for viewing in atomic detail the motions of protein and water molecules to reveal key interactions that may be associated with proton pumping.

Extensive experimental and theoretical studies have been carried out on bacteriorhodopsin. The mechanism of proton uptake and transfer in the cytoplasmic half-channel (from D96 to SB216) has been studied with FTIR and molecular mechanics (MM) methods. Computational studies have been carried out to rationalize the short-range proton transfer, from SB216 to D85 and within the EC and nearby R82 using quantum mechanical (QM) calculation or QM/MM hybrid methods.

The longest proton-transfer path in bacteriorhodopsin is between the CC and the EC, a region that spans ~13 Å as measured by the distance between the carboxylate oxygens of D85 and E204. This long-range proton translocation takes place during the O to bR transition, the final step of the proton-pumping cycle. Despite decades of studies, molecular details of how a proton moves between the CC and the EC are still not fully understood. Proton translocation in this region is also associated with protein conformational change and water relocation. Different models have emerged based on two main hypotheses. In accessibility-switch models, proton transfer pathways in different regions of the protein are opened and closed during the reaction cycle to facilitate the forward transfer and block the back transfer. Alternatively, affinity-switch models focus on changes in proton affinity of key residues along the transport channel during the
photocycle. Hence, a “wrong-way” proton transfer would not occur because of the proton affinity changes of the key residues. In accessibility-switch models, Lanyi et al. have proposed that protons are transferred through a hydrogen bonded network connected by R82; Kandt et al. suggest that the movement of R82 allows a direct and continuous Grotthus-type proton transfer pathway from SB216 to the EC. By contrast, time-resolved FT-IR spectroscopy and kinetic analysis by Lorenz-Fonfría et al. and continuum electrostatics calculations of the energetics of proton transfer by Onufriev et al. support a mechanism of proton transport via a switch that is based on changes in the proton affinity of key residues rather than accessibility.

This paper reports a computational study of the bacteriorhodopsin monomer in different functional states. To examine the relative importance of retinal isomerization and residue protonation states in determining the R82 position and proton wire connectivity, atomic simulation models containing 13-cis (c) or all-trans (t) retinal with the same protonation states were studied. Eight computational models including four experimentally characterized intermediate states t-bR, c-M1, c-M2, and t-O as well as four hypothetical states bR-like (c-bR), M1-like (t-M1), O-like (c-O) and O’ (t-O’) were constructed with explicit water and membrane (Table 1 and Figure 1). MD simulations in conjunction with hydrogen bond (H-bond) analysis and QM intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) calculations were applied to investigate the proton transfer mechanism in the extracellular half-channel of bacteriorhodopsin. A correlation was identified between the side-chain position of R82 and the protonation states of E194 and E204 in the EC. The R82 side-chain orients toward the EC when E194 and E204 are both deprotonated (M2 and O states), while it oscillates between the CC and the EC when E194 forms a H-bond with a protonated E204 (bR and M1 states). The R82 position shifts slightly downward when the retinal is 13-cis compared with its all-trans counterpart. The IRC paths indicate that proton transfer through the R82 side-chain requires an initial geometry that allows proton donation and acceptance to take place sequentially by the same amine. Proton wires from R82 to the CC and from R82 to the EC were found in all the models. A preferred CC to EC directionality of proton-transfer in M2 and O states was inferred from the higher probability of proton wires connecting R82 to the EC. Alternative pathways were also proposed for proton translocation between the CC and the EC through a Grotthuss-type transfer without involving R82. The Grotthuss pathways are rare and only occur in one direction from the CC to the EC in c-M2, c-O state, and more likely in a transient t-O’ state, where the proton has transferred from D85 to E212 late in the reaction cycle.

Materials and Methods

MD simulation models of different bacteriorhodopsin states. To expedite equilibration, crystal-structures of the ground state with an all-trans retinal and early M1 state with a 13-cis retinal were adopted as starting structures. Considering the distortion observed on helix F backbone in the M2 state relative to other states, a structure trapped in the M2 state was also selected. High-resolution crystal structures of wild-type bacteriorhodopsin trapped in three intermediate states bR (PDB ID: 1QHJ), M1 (1P8H model 1) and M2 (1CWQ chain B) were used to build the simulation models (Table 1) corresponding to four intermediate states bR, M1, M2, and O as well as four hypothetical states c-bR (with 13-cis retinal), t-M1 (with all-trans retinal), c-O (with 13-cis retinal) and t-O’ (D212 is protonated by D85). As no O state structure is available at neutral pH, a t-O model was built based on the t-bR structure. All simulation models were constructed as monomers including residue number 1 to 231 since the monomeric bacteriorhodopsin has been demonstrated to function with a proton-pumping efficiency comparable to the native trimer. The missing N-terminal residues number 1 to 4 were built with
PyMol, the missing loop residues number 157 to 161 were constructed using the bR state crystal structure 1QHJ as a template. The constructed atoms were relaxed in vacuum with the rest of the protein atoms fixed.

Unbiased all-atom MD simulations were carried out with NAMD version 2.9. The CHARMM36 all-atom force field was used for protein, lipids ions and retinal (see the Supporting Information). Water molecules were described explicitly using the TIP3P model. Crystallographic water molecules were retained in the simulations. Protonation states of the key residues were assigned for each model based on the literature as described in Table 1. The protein was first embedded in a bilayer of 164 POPC, solvated and neutralized by Na+ and Cl- ions to reach a salt concentration of 1 M, mimicking the biological conditions of halobacteria. Depending on the initial structure, each model contains about 16400 water molecules. Periodic boundary conditions were applied with a box size of 76 × 90 × 120 Å³. The system first underwent Langevin dynamics at constant volume. While keeping rest of the system fixed, the lipid tails were melted by performing 1000 steps of conjugate gradient energy minimization followed by 0.5 ns simulation. The system was then subjected to 1000 steps of minimization and 0.5 ns equilibration with the protein restrained with a 1 kcal/mol/Å² harmonic force constant. After removal of harmonic constraints, the system was equilibrated for another 0.5 ns. The production simulations were performed using constant area-isothermal-isobaric algorithm with a temperature of 298 K and a pressure of 1.0132 bar. A time step of 2 fs was used throughout the simulations. A cutoff of 12 Å and a switching distance of 10 Å were applied for non-bonded interactions. Electrostatics was evaluated with the particle mesh Ewald method. The SHAKE algorithm was used to constrain all bonds involving hydrogen atoms. To enhance the conformational sampling, we performed four independent 20 ns simulations after 1.5 ns of constrained simulation and relaxation reaching a total simulation time of 81.5 ns for each bacteriorhodopsin model. However, given the modest time scale, these simulations serve to sample the proton transfer networks that would be found in each protonation intermediate rather than explore the conformational dynamics between intermediates. The MD trajectories reached equilibrium within the first 10 ns. The analysis was performed based on the last 10 ns of the 20 ns simulation for each model.

**Water occupancy between the CC and the EC.** Protein-water interactions modulate the pattern of the intra-protein H-bond network and potentially play a role in the proton transfer between the CC and the EC. VolMap, a VMD plugin that calculates the average density and creates volumetric map based on the atomic coordinates and properties of selected atoms, has been widely used to study many biological systems. To determine which water positions between the CC and the EC are most stable over the course of simulations, the trajectories were first centered and RMS fitted to the equilibrium conformation from the last frame of the trajectory. The average occupancy of the water oxygens between the CC and the EC were generated with the VolMap plugin. The waters at higher-occupancy positions during simulation were considered capable of forming more stable H-bonds with nearby residues.

**H-bond analysis for protein side-chains.** The H-bonds between side-chains of key residues in the extracellular half-channel were identified using the HBond plugin of VMD. Based on the van de Waal radii reported by Bondi, Alvarez, as well as H-bonds categorized by Jeffery, the H-bond criteria include: 1) the distance between the hydrogen donor and acceptor atoms is within 3.5 Å; 2) the angle formed by donor-hydrogen-acceptor is less than 140°. The probability of each H-bond pair was then calculated.
Proton wires connecting the CC and the EC. The Grotthuss mechanism\textsuperscript{48,49} describes how an “excess” proton or protonic defect can diffuse through a H-bond network of water molecules or other H-bonded liquids through formation and cleavage of covalent bonds. In biological systems, the Grotthuss mechanism suggests that proton transfer can occur when proton wires are formed by water and polar side-chains of protein residues. For each frame of the MD trajectories, a list of H-bond pairs of polar side-chains and water molecules in the CC-EC region were first generated. H-bond paths between a pair of predefined donor and acceptor atoms that are far apart were constructed by threading the intervening H-bonded pairs in each simulation frame. The equilibrium probability of forming a particular proton wire in 20,000 total simulation frames was calculated for each model.

Quantum calculations of proton transfer pathway near an arginine side-chain. The Grotthuss mechanism relies on the sites that can both donate and accept protons. The protonated Arg has no lone pairs and must donate a proton before it can accept one. To study the possible role of an Arg side chain in facilitating proton transfer, quantum mechanical IRC calculations were performed on a simplified model containing only a methyl guanidinium, hydronium and hydroxide ions in the gas phase. A hydroxide ion was first placed in different positions around each amine N to mimic the H-bond geometry between water and R82. Then a hydronium ion was assigned a random position in the vicinity of each amine N but beyond the distance of covalent bonding. The minimum energy paths for proton transfer from the hydronium to the hydroxide with different starting geometries were calculated through the QM intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC)\textsuperscript{50,51} procedure in the forward direction with Guassian09\textsuperscript{52} at HF/6-31G(d,p) level. The IRC method was developed to find the path for molecules to move down the product and reactant valleys with zero kinetic energy. Such a minimum energy reaction pathway is defined by mass-weighted Cartesian coordinates between the transition state of a reaction and its reactants and products. This approach has been successfully applied to study reaction pathways in many systems, such as gas-phase reaction,\textsuperscript{53} isomerization of serine-water clusters,\textsuperscript{54} and proton transfer in formamide-thioformamide dimer.\textsuperscript{55}

Results and Discussion

This study is to investigate the potential pathways for proton translocation in the extracellular half-channel of bacteriorhodopsin. Protons are transferred from the higher pH cytoplasm to the lower pH extracellular side (Figure 1 and 2). Previously pK\textsubscript{a} calculations, starting with the crystal structures of bacteriorhodopsin trapped in different intermediate states, have been shown to favor the metastable protonation states expected for each intermediate.\textsuperscript{33,39,56-58} The current work explores the changes in accessibility of proton transfer in various protonation and retinal isomeric states. In the light-activated bacteriorhodopsin, the reaction cycle is initiated by the torsional isomerization of retinal C13=C14 bond and SB216 C15=N\zeta bond followed by multiple small protein motions including backbone tilting of helices C, E and F, R82 side-chain reorientation (Figure S1). Therefore, MD simulation models were created with a protein conformation close to the corresponding intermediate state to explore the H-bond connectivity in these different states rather than the transition between different intermediates. The structure of bacteriorhodopsin has reached equilibrium in these distinct intermediates after 8 ns relaxation in most of the trajectories as shown by the RMSD of the protein backbone non-hydrogen atoms as a function of time (Figure S7). Nevertheless, there is the possibility that such kind of brute force simulations did not converge
within ~20 ns. Enhanced sampling methods could also be applied achieve sufficient sampling and ensure convergence.

To investigate the role of retinal isomerization in pathway connectivity, hypothetical states (bR-like, M1-like and O-like) were generated by varying the isomerization state of the retinal C13=C14 bond for each protonation state. The bR-like (c-bR) model could be considered as a model of bR555, which was suggested in 13-cis, 15-syn isomerization by Bajaj et al.\textsuperscript{59} The M1-like (t-M1) has the same protonation as c-M1 except for a 13-trans, 15-anti configuration. The O-like (c-O) model mimics a pre-O state, except for a 13-cis, 15-syn configuration.

Several different force fields have been developed for the ground state retinal\textsuperscript{60-62} and reviewed in a sophisticated study by Bondar et al.\textsuperscript{63} Since the current study involves retinal SB with different protonation states, we chose the parameter set released in the CHARMM36 all-atom force field, which provides parameters for both protonation states of the retinal SB and is consistent with force field used for the protein and lipids. This parameter set (not published) was developed in the same manner as CHARMM General Force Field for drug-like molecules.\textsuperscript{64} The cofactor structure is preserved reasonably well based on the simulations of both isolated retinal and retinal within bacteriorhodopsin. In different bacteriorhodopsin models, the RMSDs of retinal SB non-hydrogen atoms range from 0.3 to 0.8 Å after equilibration. The torsion angles for C14-C15=Nζ-Cε and C12-C13=C14-C15 were also preserved. As will be seen below, that the H-bond connectivity outside the CC region depends more on the protonation state of key residues than the retinal isomerization. The H-bond analysis for the key residues (Table 2) and water near SB-D85-D212 indicates that SB-water402 H-bond preserved in 10–50% of the simulation frames for c-BR, c-M1, t-M1, c-O and t-O models, but not significant for t-BR, c-M1 and t-O' models. The active site waters 400, 401 and 402 form dynamic H-bond with SB, D85 and D212.

**R82 orientation is driven by electrostatic interactions with the CC and the EC.** The role of R82 in the early stage of the proton-pumping cycle has been explored previously,\textsuperscript{65} showing that the downward reorientation of R82 is coupled to protonation of D85. Here we use the atomic distance between R82Cζ and A44N as a metric to define the side-chain position of R82 (Figure 2 and S2). In crystal structures trapped in t-bR (PDB code 1QHJ), c-M1 (1P8H) and c-N' (1P8U) states,\textsuperscript{66} the side-chain of R82 adopts an upward orientations toward the CC with a R82Cζ–A44N distance of 24.5 to 24.9 Å; while in crystal structures trapped in c-M2 (1CWQ), acid blue t-O (1X0I)\textsuperscript{19} and L93A mutant t-O (3V1O)\textsuperscript{20} intermediate states, a downward orientation toward the EC was observed with a R82Cζ–A44N distance between 26.8 and 27.5 Å. In the current work, the R82 side-chain is defined as pointing upward if the R82Cζ–A44N distance is shorter than 26 Å and downward if this distance is longer than 26 Å.

The R82 side-chain positions are considered equilibrated after first 10 ns equilibration, as can be seen by the time series of R82Cζ–A44N distance in Figure S5. The distribution of R82 positions was extracted from the MD trajectories for each protonation and retinal isomer model (Figure 2). A correlation was found between the R82 position and the charge on the CC and the EC. The states with a −1 charge on both the CC and the EC generally show a bimodal distribution of the R82 side-chain orientation, with the major population pointing up toward the CC and a minor population pointing down toward the EC. The states with a −2 charge on the EC and 0 or −1 charge on the CC always find R82 pointing downward. The hypothetical c-bR model has a wider distribution with upward and downward orientations and a unique, high probability to be in the middle of the CC to the EC pathway. Despite c-O, t-O and t-O' models being built based on c-M1 and t-bR crystal structures where R82 points up toward the CC, the R82 side-chain rapidly moves...
downward in the unconstrained MD simulation with E194 and E204 side-chains both being deprotonated in c-M2, c-O, t-O and t-O’ states. Thus, the negative charge on the EC attracts the positively charged R82 side-chain and stabilizes its downward conformation. It should be pointed out that the electrostatic attraction between R82 and the two clusters could be potentially overstated with a non-polarizable force field, which may overestimate the population of the downward conformation when the EC charge equals −2.67

Besides the charge state, the retinal configuration subtly affects the R82 side-chain position. With the same combination of protonation states, 13-cis isomerization of retinal is associated with a slight downward shift of the R82 position compared with their all-trans counterparts, as can be seen by comparing t-bR with c-bR, t-M1 with c-M1 and t-O with c-O (Figure 2).

**Correlation of key residue motions and H-bond patterns.** Concerted motions play a critical role in long-range interactions in proteins as they reflect alterations in H-bond pattern caused by protonation changes of the key residues (Figure 1 and S2). The equilibrated MD trajectories show that the side-chain orientation of R82 is correlated with the H-bonds formed between residue pairs in the CC and the EC (Figure S3). Equilibrium probabilities of H-bonds between the polar side-chains in the CC-EC region are given in Table 2 for each model. Using vectorial H-bonds as edges and side-chain positions as nodes, a molecular graph was constructed for each model, depicting a H-bonded network solely composed of polar residue side-chains (Figure 3A). These H-bonds were evaluated in a pairwise fashion; thus, multiple groups do not necessarily connect in the same MD snapshot.

In the CC, as D212 and D85 are both anionic and uncoupled in the t-bR model, D212 accepts a H-bond from the R82 side-chain in 45% of the total frames, while D85 always accepts a H-bond from the Schiff Base SB216 (Table 2 and Figure S4C). Comparing the probabilities of forming a H-bond from SB216 to D85 in t-bR and c-bR or a H-bond from D85 to SB216 in t-M1, c-M1 and c-M2, it can be seen that the all-trans retinal facilitates the SB216-D85 connection (Table 2). Upon photoisomerization of retinal to the 13-cis configuration, conformational changes lead to dissociation of SB216 and D85. Due to the high pKₐ of 13-cis SB216,39 the proton is expected to be transferred from SB216 to D85, forming the early M state (c-M1).

In the EC, residue motions of E194 and E204 are highly correlated with the side-chain orientation of R82 (Figure S3). In t-bR, c-bR, t-M1 and c-M1 models, the protonated E204 forms a H-bond to E194 with a high probability (Table 2), regardless of whether the R82 side-chain points toward the CC or the EC. By contrast, in c-M2, c-O, t-O and t-O’ models, the deprotonated E204 and E194 move apart from each other (Figure S4E) and either can accept a H-bond from the downward orientated R82. H-bonds from Y83 to E194 and from S193 to E204 are also stabilized in the later states (Table 2).

The key event that returns the system to the ground state during the t-O to t-bR transition is proton transfer from D85 to the EC (Figure 1). The direct H-bonds among side-chains never form a complete unidirectional path connecting D85 to the EC in the simulation. However, D212 is likely to be directly connected to the R82 side-chain that can then connect to the EC (Table 2, Figure 3A). This suggests that D212 may be more accessible than D85 for proton transfer to the EC. Comparing the hypothetical c-O state with the t-O intermediate indicates that isomerization of retinal from 13-cis to all-trans allows SB216Nₛ to approach D212 and D85 (Figure S4B and C). Even though the charge state of the CC and R82 orientation were the same in c-M2, c-O, t-O and t-O’, a direct H-bond between D85 and D212 was only observed when retinal is in the all-trans configuration (Table 2 and Figure 3A). The H-bond formed from the protonated D85 to D212
in t-O (80%) was more stable than from the protonated D212 to D85 in t-O’ (37%). The H-bond formed from SB216 to D85 was more stable in t-O’ (92%) than from SB216 to D212 in t-O (76%). Therefore, moving the proton from D85 to D212 to form t-O’ increases the hydrogen bond connectivity and thus can facilitate proton translocation from the CC to the EC.

**Variation in the water occupancy between the CC and the EC.** Waters greatly enhance the flexibility of pathways for proton transfer by bridging the separated proton donors and acceptors. However, the energy barrier is higher in a water-mediated proton transfer than a direct transfer between the H-bonded partners. To further explore the proton transfer pathway between the CC and the EC, the dynamics and distribution of waters in this region were investigated.

Crystal structures trapped in t-bR, c-M1 and c-M2 states contain eight to nine water molecules in the CC-EC region (Figure 4). In t-bR state, these nine waters are labeled as 400, 401, 402, 403, 406, 407, 408, 409 and 427. In c-M1 state, the waters change their positions except for water 401 and 402. The structure of c-M2 has a different numbering scheme of the waters. By comparison, six positions of water 400, 401, 403, 406, 408 and 427 are relatively well conserved within the three crystal structures. The major differences are near the EC. Water positions 400, 401, 402, 406, 407 and 408 are shifted in the c-M2 structure, while water 409 was missing in c-M1 structure.

By building volumetric maps, the average positions of waters during MD simulations could be compared with the water positions in crystal structures. Waters 400, 401 and 402 are part of the H-bond network connecting SB216, D85 and D212 within CC; while waters 400, 401, 403, 406, 407, 408 and 409 tend to participate in proton wires between the CC and the EC. In the CC, the upward orientation of R82 side-chain in t-bR, c-bR, t-M1 and c-M1 models causes water 400 to 403 to be more stably occupied than in late stage where the density of these water shifts downward with R82. Notably, water 401 is destabilized (below 50% occupancy) in c-O and t-O due to competition from the strong H-bonds formed between SB216 and D212 (Table 2). Only when D212 is protonated in t-O’, is occupancy of water in position 401 restored. In the EC, waters in position 406 to 409 became more stable when the R82 side-chain orients downward in c-M2, c-O, t-O and t-O’ models. Therefore, the side-chain motion of R82 induces the repositioning of waters between the CC and the EC, which further modifies the proton transfer pathway. Waters rearrange in ways that can be functionally significant. In t-O there is a high probability of forming direct H-bonds from SB216 to D212 and from D85 to D212. By contrast, in the rest of the models, D85 and D212 are separated by at least one water molecule (Figure 4 and Table S1). Also in t-O, water in position 401 shifts toward to position 400 where it can participate in a proton wire with waters in position 403, 407 and 409. The water in these positions tend to facilitate the proton transfer along D85-D212-W400-W403-(R82)-W407-(W409)-E204 that could convert t-O to t-bR state. Nevertheless, the existence of a H-bonded chain is necessary but not sufficient for proton transfer, which requires the system to surpass the energy barrier for moving a proton from the CC to the EC. Given the flexible motions of the R82 side-chain and waters, proton transfer pathways between the CC and the EC are more complex than proposed for the cytoplasmic half channel.

**Possible role of R82 in proton transfer between the CC and the EC.** Although R82 appears to be important in proton pumping, several R82 mutants can still pump protons, though with decreased efficiency. Mutated protein substituting R82 with Gln, Ala or Lys delay the proton release from the EC until after proton uptake via D96. In the R82H mutant, the t-O to t-bR transition is slowed, indicating that R82 is important for the proton transfer from the CC to the EC. The analysis here will focus on the wild-type protein where the large, positively charged R82...
appears to be a major component in the region between the CC and the EC.

Throughout the photocycle, the R82 side-chain changes its orientation pointing toward the CC or the EC as seen in crystal structures trapped in different intermediates and in the MD trajectories presented here (Figure 2). The motion of R82 is associated with reorganization of H-bond and salt bridge interactions with waters and acidic residue side-chains. It has been proposed that R82 would first donate a proton to the EC and then move upward in its neutral form to be reprotonated by D85 via a proton hopping mechanism.

Proton transfer in proteins is often assumed to adopt a Grotthus mechanism, which relies on groups such as water, hydroxyls and protonated carboxylic acids. The possession of lone pairs of electrons allows these moieties to function simultaneously as a proton donor and acceptor. By contrast, the protonated arginine side-chain cannot accept a proton due to the conjugation between the double bond and the nitrogen lone pair.

To study the possible role of an Arg side chain in facilitating proton transfer, quantum mechanical IRC calculations were performed on a simplified model containing only a methyl guanidinium, hydronium and hydroxide ions. This provides a strong driving force to transfer a proton from the hydronium to the hydroxide through the guanidinium (Figure 5) without considering the electrostatic interactions or other H-bonds in the protein. In all cases of guanidinium-facilitated proton transfer, the hydroxide first accepts a proton from a guanidinium N, which then accepts a proton from the adjacent hydronium. It was found that if the hydroxide and hydronium oxygens were initially within H-bond distance of the same amine, a proton hopped from a guanidinium N to the hydroxide, and then another proton hopped from the hydronium to the guanidinium N, resulting in methyl-guanidinium and two waters (Figure 5A to D, Movie S1A). Conversely, if the hydroxide and hydronium oxygens were initially within H-bond distance of different amines, then proton donation and acceptance took place at different N’s, forming a high-energy tautomer (Figure 5E to H) that are unable to convert back to the low energy guanidinium tautomer. One exception is when hydroxide and hydronium ions were placed on the same side of N−C axis, near N2 and N respectively (Figure 5D and Movie S1B). After the hydroxide ion accepts a proton from N, the newly generated water forms a Zundel ion with the hydronium, and then returns the proton to the N leaving N2 intact.

The IRC calculations indicate that R82 can participate in proton transfer via proton hopping if the initial geometry allows proton donation and acceptance by the same amine. The first step of this process is to generate a deprotonated R82 intermediate. A recent NMR study revisited the pKa of the arginine side-chain in water, placing it higher than 13. However, a transiently deprotonated arginine side-chain may still play a role as an unstable intermediate in the proton transfer from D85 to the EC, which takes place on the millisecond timescale. With a pKa value about 12 to 13, the free energy barrier for neutralizing an arginine side-chain in solution is ΔG = −2.303*RT*pKa, which equals −16.4 to −17.7 kcal/mol. IR studies suggest that the proton affinity of R82 may be lower in situ than that of an arginine in solution, which would lower the barrier.

Table 3 describes proton wires formed within a single MD snapshot that connect a given side-chain N of R82 to a residue of the CC or the EC. As R82 remains protonated in the MD trajectories, the reorientation of these paths to accommodate a transiently deprotonated Arg were not considered here. The side-chain of R82 is likely to be connected to D212 via N1 (>90% in t-bR, c-bR, t-M1 and c-M1 states, decreasing from 70% to 12% in c-M2, c-O, t-O and t-O' states), or via N2 less frequently (30~67% in t-bR, c-bR, t-M1 and c-M1). The connection from R82 to D85 is only possible via N1, which becomes less frequent along the reaction cycle. The connections from R82 to the EC are found via N2 in all the states, or via N1 in c-M2, c-O, t-O and t-O’
states (>80%). The R82-originated proton wires show two typical patterns representing the early stage (t-bR, c-bR, t-M1 and c-M1) and the late stage (cM2, c-O, t-O and t-O’) respectively (Figure 3B).

Changes in propensity of different proton wires originating from the R82 side-chain suggest that the stability of the connections varies in different intermediates. The IRC study implies that the R82 side-chain must be deprotonated first to create a transient “proton hole” for proton transfer by hopping. A proton-wire with longer lifetime in the trajectories is more likely to have an elevated turnover number for creating a transient R82. The direction of proton transfer could be inferred by comparing the probability of forming proton wires from the same R82 side-chain N to the CC and the EC side with less than six sequential H-bonds (Table S2). For instance, in c-M2, c-O, t-O and t-O’ models, each R82 side-chain N atom forms proton-wires to an EC residue with a high probability (>80%); while proton wires connect R82 to the CC side only via Nη1 with decreasing probability (from 70% to 12%) along the reaction cycle. Thus, proton transfer favors the CC to EC direction in these states. By contrast, in t-bR, c-bR, c-M1 and t-M1 models, the probabilities of forming these proton wires on the two side are indistinguishable, i.e., R82 connects to the CC via Nη1, to the EC via Ne, and to both the CC and the EC with roughly equal probabilities. The proton transfer between the CC and the EC in the early states (t-bR, c-bR, c-M1 and t-M1) tends to be energetically unfavorable due to the relative proton affinities of the two clusters. Therefore, the relative propensity of proton wires in the two direction via R82 suggest a higher probability of proton transfer from the CC to the EC in t-O and t-O’ as required for the reaction cycle (Figure 3).

**Alternative pathways for proton translocation from the CC to the EC.** QM calculations indicate that proton transfer can propagate though water wires in a quasi-concerted manner over a few water molecules.\textsuperscript{77-80} Time-resolved FTIR and in situ H\textsuperscript{218}O/H\textsuperscript{216}O exchange FTIR experiments suggest that the controlled Grotthuss proton transfer is more likely to take place in bacteriorhodopsin than random proton migration that occurs in liquid water.\textsuperscript{81} With the positions of the high-occupancy waters found in the MD trajectories, we searched for proton wires offering pathways for proton translocation between the CC and the EC that do not involve R82. Multistep proton wires connecting a protonated CC Aspartate to the EC Glutamates in a single snapshot were found in 0.02% and 0.3% of the MD frames in c-M2 and c-O models respectively (Table 3). Although rare, such a proton-conducting pathway once available may permit more efficient proton transfer with a lower barrier than proton hopping via a deprotonated R82. Since a particularly stable H-bond (80% probability) was found between D85 and D212 in the t-O state, a t-O’ state with D85 proton transferred to D212 was explored. The existence of this transient t-O’ state is supported by FTIR experiments\textsuperscript{82} and QM/MM simulations.\textsuperscript{83} Transient D212 protonation is also found in the c-M1 state by continuum electrostatic calculation.\textsuperscript{39} Remarkably, the t-O’ state model increased the propensity of forming proton wires from D212 to E204 by nine fold (2.7%), indicating that a transient t-O’ state could enhance the Grotthuss-type proton transfer from the CC to the EC during the t-O to t-bR transition.

The water-facilitated proton wires are only oriented to transfer protons from the CC to the EC, but do not form in the reverse direction, even when the EC residues could act as donors in the bR or M1 states. These results also imply that proton transfer pathway from the CC to the EC is accessible either before (c-M2) or more likely after (c-O and t-O’) the proton uptake from the N-side to the CC. In c-M2 state, there is only one proton in the CC (on D85) which gives rise to a −1 total charge of the CC, while the downward oriented R82 partially neutralizes the double-deprotonated EC, hence, proton transfer from the CC to the EC in c-M2 lacks an electrostatic
driving force. The observed proton wires were usually composed of four to six waters or polar side-chains between the CC and the EC, forming five to seven sequential H-bonds (here we call them steps), with the majority having six steps (Table S1). Several representative snapshots shown in Figure 6 indicate that besides water, Y57 and T205 side-chains also participate in some of the proton-transfer pathways.

The Grotthuss mechanism has been revisited in recent 

\textit{ab initio} MD simulations of water wires,\textsuperscript{79} which suggest that proton transfer is a process involving a broader distribution of pathways and timescales. Therefore, although the Grotthuss-type proton transfer was thought to occur in picosecond timescale,\textsuperscript{48,49} forming such a pre-transfer geometry requires pre-solvation and pre-arrangement of all groups on the pathway, which could take place in much longer timescale. Depending on the length and nature of the pathway, this process may occur in nanoseconds to milliseconds. Most of the proton transfer steps in bacteriorhodopsin photocycle are slow processes, occurring in microseconds to milliseconds.\textsuperscript{2,4,32} Proton translocation in the extracellular half-channel is the slowest step, typically occurring in a few milliseconds at neutral pH. This process is likely to be slowed by generating a high-energy neutral Arg if following a proton-hopping pathway, or because a lower-energy but longer Grotthuss-type pathway is rarely formed. Since R82 does not actively participate in a Grotthuss-type pathway, this may help explain how the R82 mutant proteins can still pump protons.\textsuperscript{13,69-71,73}

**Conclusion**

Computational models of bacteriorhodopsin in four intermediate states t-bR, c-M1, c-M2 and t-O as well as four hypothetical states c-bR, t-M1, c-O and t-O’ were constructed to explore the proton transfer pathways in the extracellular half-channel. The equilibrium distribution of R82, a residue that lies between the CC and the EC, was found correlated with the protonation states of the amino acids in the EC. R82 oscillates between the CC and the EC during the early stage of the proton-pumping cycle when the EC has a net charge of \(-1\) in t-bR, c-bR, t-M1 and c-M1 states, but adopts a downward orientation when the EC charge is \(-2\) in c-M2, c-O, t-O and t-O’ states. The residue motions of the two EC glutamates are also highly correlated with their protonation states and the R82 orientation. Volumetric maps of water occupancy in equilibrated trajectories suggest distinct water-residue interactions in different states of the protein. These findings are consistent with previous crystallographic and simulation studies of a few intermediated states. Furthermore, the correlated motions of R82 and waters reflect the alternation of H-bond network and consequently the possible pathways for proton transfer in each step of the proton-pumping cycle.

Quantum mechanical IRC calculations show the geometrical restrictions for the proton transfer reaction involving an arginine, \textit{i.e.}, an initial geometry allowing proton donation and acceptance by the same amine. A proton-hopping mechanism is possibly adopted where the proton is first transferred from R82 to the acceptor forming a transiently deprotonated R82, which then accepts a proton from the proton donor. In all the models, R82 can form proton wires to both the CC and the EC via the same side-chain N. Therefore, The CC and the EC can be connected via R82 in all stages of the reaction cycle, which leaves the protein susceptible to “wrong-way” proton transfer. Thus, other barriers to proton transfer and the relative proton affinity of the proton donors and acceptors must control the proton translocation in this region. The probabilities of forming these proton wires from R82 to either the CC or the EC are indistinguishable in t-bR, c-bR, c-M1 and t-M1 models. By contrast, in c-M2, c-O, t-O and t-O’ states, the proton wires connecting R82 to the EC dominate; the lifetime of proton wires connecting R82 N\(\eta\)1 to the EC increase while that to the
EC decreases. This trend does lead to a preferred proton transfer direction from the CC to the EC in the later states as required for pumping. Although, there are hydrogen bonded connections between the CC and the EC via R82 in all states, proton transfer via this route requires forming a high-energy neutral arginine, which will elevate the reaction barrier and thus decrease the proton transfer rate.

Based on the H-bond and proton wire analysis, alternative Grotthuss-type pathways were found between the CC and the EC, solely through waters and side-chains of polar residues excluding R82. This could help explain why R82 mutant proteins retain the proton-pumping ability. In the extracellular half-channel, the Grotthuss-type transfer only occurs vectorially in the late stage, with an enhanced probability in a t-O’ transient state where the proton on D85 has been transferred to D212. These findings support active proton translocation from the CC to the EC in the appropriate stage of the reaction cycle during the transition of t-O to t-bR ground state.

Taking together, this MD simulation-based study revealed novel aspects of long-range proton-translocation within the extracellular half-channel of bacteriorhodopsin. Nevertheless, there is the possibility that such kind of brute force simulations did not fully converge. To achieve sufficient sampling and ensure convergence, we envisage a future direction of applying enhanced sampling methods to the bacteriorhodopsin models of interest.
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Table 1. Simulation models constructed in this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models</th>
<th>Starting structures</th>
<th>Schiff base configuration</th>
<th>R82 orientation</th>
<th>Protonated residues</th>
<th>Charges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t-bR</td>
<td>1QHJ</td>
<td>13-trans</td>
<td>CC</td>
<td>D96, D115, SB, E204</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c-bR</td>
<td>1P8H</td>
<td>13-cis</td>
<td>CC</td>
<td>D96, D115, SB, E204</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c-M1</td>
<td>1P8H</td>
<td>13-cis</td>
<td>CC</td>
<td>D96, D115, D85, E204</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t-M1</td>
<td>1QHJ</td>
<td>13-trans</td>
<td>CC</td>
<td>D96, D115, D85, E204</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c-M2</td>
<td>1CWQ</td>
<td>13-cis</td>
<td>EC</td>
<td>D96, D115, D85</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c-O</td>
<td>1P8H</td>
<td>13-cis</td>
<td>CC</td>
<td>D96, D115, SB, D85</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t-O</td>
<td>1QHJ</td>
<td>13-trans</td>
<td>CC</td>
<td>D96, D115, SB, D85</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t-O'</td>
<td>1QHJ</td>
<td>13-trans</td>
<td>CC</td>
<td>D96, D115, SB, D212</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The model for each intermediate or hypothetical state was subjected to four independent 20 ns simulations. The initial crystal structures that match the corresponding intermediate states are underlined, i.e., 1QHJ for t-bR, 1P8H for c-M1 and 1CWQ for c-M2. The bond isomerization of the Schiff-base (SB216) and side-chain orientation of R82 in the starting structure are listed for each model. The imposed protonation states of D96, SB216, D85, D212, E194 and E204 change during the reaction cycle. The protonated residues are listed for each model. The total charges of the CC and the EC are given in the last two columns. A buried residue Asp115 was protonated in all the models. The true intermediate states on the reaction path (Figure 2) are highlighted in bold.
Table 2. Percentage of direct side-chain to side-chain H-bonds on the proton transfer pathway between the CC and the EC found in individual MD frames.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Donor</th>
<th>Acceptor</th>
<th>t-bR</th>
<th>c-bR</th>
<th>t-M1</th>
<th>c-M1</th>
<th>c-M2</th>
<th>c-O</th>
<th>t-O</th>
<th>t-O'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SB216</td>
<td>D85</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>92</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB216</td>
<td>D212</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>76</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D85</td>
<td>SB216</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D85</td>
<td>D212</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D212</td>
<td>D85</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D212</td>
<td>Y57</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T89</td>
<td>SB216</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T89</td>
<td>D85</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y57</td>
<td>D212</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W86</td>
<td>D212</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y185</td>
<td>D212</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>86</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R82</td>
<td>D212</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R82</td>
<td>Y57</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>39</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R82</td>
<td>Y83</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R82</td>
<td>E194</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
<td>94</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>46</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R82</td>
<td>E204</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>98</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R82</td>
<td>T205</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y83</td>
<td>E194</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E204</td>
<td>E194</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E204</td>
<td>S193</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S193</td>
<td>E204</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S193</td>
<td>E194</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

H-bonds formed between the side-chains of the key residues without intervening waters. The residues in the CC are highlighted in bold and those in the EC are in bold italic style. The percentage describes the number of MD frames with a designated H-bond out of the 20,000 total frames for each model. N/A denotes that H-bond is not possible as the putative proton donor (Glu or Asp) is deprotonated or the putative proton acceptor (SB216) is in a protonated state without a lone pair of electron. An empty box indicates a bond is formed <1% of the time.
Table 3: Probabilities of proton wires formed between the CC and EC residues.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First donor</th>
<th>Last acceptor</th>
<th>t-bR</th>
<th>c-bR</th>
<th>c-M1</th>
<th>t-M1</th>
<th>c-M2</th>
<th>c-O</th>
<th>t-O</th>
<th>t-O'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E204</td>
<td>D85</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D212</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D212/D85</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>51.0</td>
<td>33.7</td>
<td>83.3</td>
<td>92.2</td>
<td>79.8</td>
<td>83.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D85/D212*</td>
<td>E204</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E194</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R82Nη1</td>
<td>D85</td>
<td>66.3</td>
<td>85.4</td>
<td>33.9</td>
<td>20.4</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>11.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D212</td>
<td>94.3</td>
<td>96.6</td>
<td>95.4</td>
<td>94.8</td>
<td>69.8</td>
<td>64.0</td>
<td>41.7</td>
<td>12.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E204</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>81.4</td>
<td>89.6</td>
<td>83.1</td>
<td>91.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E194</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R82Nη2</td>
<td>D85</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D212</td>
<td>50.1</td>
<td>31.5</td>
<td>47.3</td>
<td>67.5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E204</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>19.6</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td>90.6</td>
<td>96.0</td>
<td>84.4</td>
<td>95.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E194</td>
<td>65.7</td>
<td>64.4</td>
<td>49.3</td>
<td>38.5</td>
<td>97.8</td>
<td>91.9</td>
<td>91.6</td>
<td>75.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R82Nεc</td>
<td>D85</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D212</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E204</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>21.3</td>
<td>23.0</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>25.1</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E194</td>
<td>72.2</td>
<td>83.6</td>
<td>74.7</td>
<td>70.2</td>
<td>81.3</td>
<td>94.6</td>
<td>71.1</td>
<td>91.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Proton wires connecting key residues via waters and other polar side-chains. The percentage describes the number of MD frames with a designated proton wire out of the 20,000 total frames for each model. N/A means H-bond is not possible as the putative proton donor (Glu or Asp) is deprotonated. Connections in the top rows (noted in italics) are for proton wires that do not pass through R82. For a given side-chain N atom of R82, the percentages in bold indicate possible connections between the CC and EC residues via R82-mediated proton hopping. This is through Nη2 in the early stage and through Nη1 in the late stage during the photocycle.

* In t-O’ state, proton wires begin from D212 instead of D85.
Figure 1. Bacteriorhodopsin photocycle. Each rectangular box represents a real intermediate states (solid border) or hypothetical states (dashed border). The box colors are used consistently in other figures to denote the individual states. Protonated residues along the proton transfer pathway are listed in the boxes. Deprotonated CC (SB216, D85 and D212) and EC (E194 and E204) residues are not shown. Vertical downward pointing arrows indicate the proton transfers that will transfer a proton from the higher pH cell interior to the lower pH extracellular side. D212 is deprotonated in all intermediates except O’ where the proton on D85 is transferred to D212.
Figure 2. Distribution of R82 side-chain orientations in MD trajectories for different states. (Left) Monomeric structure of bacteriorhodopsin is represented by transparent cartoon in pink, protonable amino acids along the pathway are displayed by sticks in CPK color for non-hydrogen atoms based on equilibrated conformation of t-bR state model. Side-chain positions of R82 in equilibrated conformations of all seven models are shown by colored sticks: red for t-bR, orange for c-bR, yellow for t-M1, green for c-M1, blue for c-M2, purple for c-O, magenta for t-O and brown for t-O’ state. (Right) The distribution of R82Cζ-A44N distance is plotted for each simulation model. The prefix t- and c- refer to all-trans and 13-cis isomerization of retinal respectively. The color scheme and labeling of the state apply to rest of the figures. The sums of side-chains charges for the CC and the EC residues are given next to the label for each state.
Figure 3. H-bond network between the CC and the EC. (A) Probabilities of H-bonds formed between protein side-chains based on the data in Table 2. Each node represents the position of a side-chain polar group defined by the X-Y coordinates of t-bR x-ray structure. Each edge represents the direction (arrow) and probability (thickness) of a single, direct H-bond. (B) Probabilities of proton wires formed in t-bR, c-M2 and t-O’ based on the data in Table 3. Only the paths with >1% probability are shown. Each edge represents a proton wire formed by waters and side-chain polar groups from the R82 side-chain to the CC or the EC with less than six sequential H-bonds, or from the CC to the EC with less than eight sequential H-bonds. The pattern found in t-bR model is similar to that of c-bR, t-M1 and c-M1 models, while the pattern found in c-M2 model is similar to that of c-O and t-O.
Figure 4. Water occupancy in bacteriorhodopsin models. (A) Crystal structures of three intermediate states: t-bR (1QHJ), c-M1 (1P8H) and c-M2 (1CWQ) with water oxygen positions displayed by color spheres, protein by licorice, all residues and water oxygens are labeled based on the PDB files. (B) Occupancy maps for water oxygens in MD simulations are enclosed in colored boxes. Occupancy of water oxygen is displayed by isosurface. Gray regions represent 50% occupancy and the red regions represent 75% occupancy.
Figure 5. IRC reaction paths starting with hydroxide and hydronium ions around methyl guanidinium in different initial positions. The left panel shows four different initial geometries that can transfer a proton through guanidinium successfully; the right panel shows four cases that lead to high-energy guanidinium tautomers.
Figure 6. Examples of complete proton wires connecting the CC to the EC. Panel A is for paths requiring six steps. Panel B and C show paths made by five or seven steps respectively.